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Abstract. The synchronization of two or more semi-traces describes
the possible evaluation of a concurrent system, which consists of two
or more concurrent subsystems in a modular way, where communication between the subsystems restricts the order of the actions. In this
paper we give criteria, which tell us for given semi-traces in given semicommutation systems, whether they are synchronizable and whether the
synchronization is again a semi-trace; and criteria, which tell us for given
semi-commutation systems, whether all semi-traces have this property.
We prove that deciding these criteria is NLOGSPACE-complete for
given semi-traces. The same holds for the synchronizability of all semitraces for given semi-commutation systems. On the other hand the question, whether for given semi-commutation systems the synchronization
of synchronizable semi-traces is a semi-trace is co-NP-complete. Furthermore we give a co-NP-complete condition for being able to decide
synchronizability locally in TC0 .

1

Introduction

Traces were introduced by Mazurkiewicz in [Maz87] to describe the behavior of
concurrent systems. Traces are equivalence classes of words under partial commutations, which allow only to describe symmetric dependencies between actions.
In order to enhance the possibilities of descriptions, M.Clerbout introduced the
notion of semi-commutation in her thesis [Cle84] as a generalization of partial
commutation, see also M. Clerbout and M. Latteux [CL87]. In a broader context it was observed in [HK89], [Och90] and [Och92], that semi-commutations
are very useful for modeling behaviors of Petri-nets. For instance we are able
to describe a producer/consumer system. For more information see [CGL+ 92],
[OW93], [DR95].
If we want to describe a distributed system and we have described the single
components by semi-dependence alphabets, where the alphabets can partially
overlap at those actions, where the components interact, we need the operation
of synchronization to get the consistent evaluations of the entire system.
The partial traces in [Die94] are closed under synchronization; but this notion
gives up the efficient description by just one representing word. Semi-traces are
?
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not closed under synchronization and hence we have to distinguish between stable
and unstable synchronizations of semi-traces.
In this paper we classify the complexity of problems and operations on semicommutation systems, which are semantically relevant for such concurrent systems. Since it is important for practical applications to be able to design algorithms with low complexity and particularly efficient parallel algorithms, it is
a good news, that some of the problems are in such low complexity classes as
NLOGSPACE and TC0 .

2

Preliminaries

Let TC0 be the class of problems being recognized by a uniform circuit family of constant depth and polynomial size with threshold-gates or computable
in constant time for the enlarged PRAM model in [Par90], respectively. NCk
(ACk ) is the class of problems being recognized by a circuit family of O(log k n)
depth and polynomial
S size with bounded (unbounded) fan-in gates [Ruz81]. The
problems in NC = k NCk are regarded as the efficiently parallelizable problems. NLOGSPACE (NP) is the class of problems being recognized by a logarithmic space-bounded (polynomial time-bounded) nondeterministic Turing machine. For completeness we use LOGSPACE-reducibility. co-NP is the set of
the complements of problems in NP. The following inclusions are know [Joh90]:
AC0 ⊂ TC0 ⊆ NC1 ⊆ LOGSPACE ⊆ NLOGSPACE ⊆ AC1 ⊆ TC1 ⊆
NC2 ⊆ NC ⊆ P ⊆ NP ⊆ ΣP
2 ⊆ PSPACE. Although nearly no separations
are known (e.g., TC0 6= NP? is not known), proper inclusions are conjectured,
which motivates the difference for local checking in TC0 or NLOGSPACE
regarded in this paper.
To describe semi-commutation, we use semi-dependence alphabets, of the form
(A, SD) where SD ⊆ A×A is reflexive but possibly asymmetric. This defines the
associated semi-commutation system SC = { ab =⇒ ba | (a, b) ∈
/ SD }. A semi∗

trace over (A, SD) is by definition the set of words [ui = { w ∈ A∗ | u =⇒ w },
SC

which can be derived from a word u ∈ A∗ by applying semi-commutation rules
from SC. This means that we can use one possible evaluation of the concurrent
system expressed by the word u to describe all possible evaluations. For several
semi-dependence alphabets (Ai , SDi ) the corresponding semi-traces [uii get the
same index.
2.1

Graph representation

We represent a semi-trace [a1 ...an i over (A, SD) by a graph with nodes labeled
by a1 ...an and two kinds of edges: The hard arcs ai → aj with i < j and
- a with i < j and (a , a ) ∈ SD −1 \ SD,
(ai , aj ) ∈ SD and the soft arcs2 ai ppppppp
j
i j
which emphasize the semi-dependence structure (see also [DOR94]). The graph
examples are restricted to the Hasse diagram, that means we do not show arcs,
2

An asymmetric commutation can change the order described by a soft arc but then
the outcome is not representing the complete semi-trace. (SD −1 = {(a, b) | (b, a) ∈ SD})

which are in the transitive closure of shown arcs.
Example: Consider the following semi-dependence alphabets
a

c
(A1 , SD1 ) =
a



and (A2 , SD2 ) =
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and the following semi-traces together with their graph representation:
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Synchronization

In order to construct complex systems in a modular way, we need a notion of
synchronization for semi-commutation as it was introduced by Mazurkiewicz in
[Maz87] and [DV89] for the symmetric case of partial commutation.
The synchronization (A1 , SD1 ) k ... kS
(Am , SD
Sm ) of semi-dependence alphabets
SDi ). The synchronization3 of
Ai ,
is simply their union (A, SD) = (
i≤m

i≤m

semi-traces is [u1 i1 k [u2 i2 k . . . [um im = {w ∈ A∗ | ΠA
Ai (w) ∈ [ui ii ∀0 < i ≤ m},
A
where ΠAi (w) is the projection of the word w to the letters in Ai with ΠA
Ai (a) = a
for all a ∈ Ai and ΠA
(a)
=
λ
otherwise.
We
call
semi-traces
synchronizable,
if
Ai
their synchronization is not the empty set and stably synchronizable if their
synchronization is a semi-trace.
On the graph representation level the synchronization is the union of the graphs
of the semi-traces, where we have to identify nodes with the same labeling according to their order preserving all arcs describing dependencies. Of course
∀i, j ≤ m ∀a ∈ Ai ∩ Aj | ui |a =| uj |a is a necessary condition for synchronizability; together with the non-existence of a cycle of hard arcs, the condition
becomes also sufficient. If there is a soft arc (in either direction) in a cycle with
hard arcs having the same direction, the soft arc can be deleted.
c
Continuing the above example we get the new

a
semi-dependence alphabet (A, SD) = (A1 ∪ A2 , SD1 ∪ SD2 ) =
b
and for [cacbai1 k [dbadai2 we get the stable synchronization
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It is easy to see that the synchronization on an identical alphabet is simply the
intersection: [uii k [vii = [uii ∩ [vii

- c ..
....
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..
j
a
a
On the other hand we get [cacbai1 k [bdadai2 =
b


which has a cycle of hard arcs and therefore

@

R
@



-d
d
[cacbai1 k [bdadai2 = ∅.
c.
...
R.

Another example is [cacbai1 k [daadbi2 . Here we get the graph
having a directed cycle containing two soft arcs,
- c ..
c.
....
...
- d or
.
which
means, that either the soft arc a ppppppp
.
.
.j
..
R. 
ppppppp
-a
the soft arc d
b must be turned around to get
a -b
...
...
.
a
word
describing
a
possible evaluation. Therefore
.
.
I.

-d
[cacbai1 k [daadbi2 = [cdacbadi1 ∪ [cdacdbai2
d
is not a stable synchronization.
2.3

Deciding the synchronizability of semi-traces

The above observations lead to the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The following problems are NLOGSPACE-complete:
i) Given m semi-dependence alphabets (Ai , SDi ) with 0 < i ≤ m and the semitraces [u1 i1 , [u2 i2 , . . . [um im .
Are the traces synchronizable, that means [u1 i1 k [u2 i2 k . . . [um im 6= ∅?
ii) Given a semi-dependence alphabet (A, SD) and the semi-traces [ui, [vi with
∀a ∈ A |ui |a = |uj |a .
Are the two traces synchronizable, that means [ui ∩ [vi 6= ∅?
iii) Given m semi-dependence alphabets (Ai , SDi ) with 0 < i ≤ m and the semitraces [u1 i1 , [u2 i2 , . . . [um im .
Are the traces stably synchronizable, that means is there a word w ∈ A ∗ with
[u1 i1 k [u2 i2 k . . . [um im = [wi?
iv) Given a semi-dependence alphabet (A, SD) and the semi-traces [ui, [vi with
[ui ∩ [vi 6= ∅.
Are the two traces stably synchronizable, that means is there a word w ∈ A ∗
with [ui ∩ [vi = [wi?
Proof. i): A nondeterministic logarithmic space-bounded Turing machine first
deterministically checks ∀i, j ≤ m ∀a ∈ Ai ∩ Aj | ui |a =| uj |a , then it guesses
a cycle and tests each connection by testing precedence and dependence of the
pair in each semi-trace. According to [Imm88] and [Sze88] the non-existence of
the cycle can also be tested in NLOGSPACE. For hardness see ii).
ii): The problem is in NLOGSPACE because of i). The monotone graph
reachability problem for directed graphs is well known to be NLOGSPACEcomplete; for a given graph
G = ({s = a1 , a2 , . . . an = e}, R)
with the property (ai , aj ) ∈ R ⇒ i < j the question is whether there exists
a directed path from s to e. This can be reduced to the complementary of

the synchronizability problem by adding the edge (e, s) to the graph, which is
now the dependence graph ({s, a2 , a3 . . . an−1 , e}, R) (SD := R ∪ {(e, s)}) and
consider the synchronizability of [esa2 a3 . . . an−1 i and [a2 a3 . . . an−1 esi. There
exists a directed path from s to e, iff the semi-traces are not synchronizable,
because of a cycle of hard arcs.
iii): A nondeterministic logarithmic space-bounded Turing machine first checks
the synchronizability like in i), then is uses the [Imm88] and [Sze88] technique
to do the opposite of the following: It guesses and tests a cycle with two soft
arcs. Then again using [Imm88] and [Sze88] it tests, whether both soft arcs can
be turned around without producing a cycle. For hardness see iv).
iv): The problem is in NLOGSPACE because of iii). The monotone graph
reachability problem for directed graphs can be reduced to the problem by adding
the additional letters b and c and the edges (b, s), (b, c), (e, c) and (e, s) to the
graph, which is now the dependence graph ({b, c, s, a2 , a3 , . . . an−1 , e}, SD) and
consider, whether the synchronization of the semi-traces
[cbs(a2 a3 . . . an−1 )n ei and [s(a2 a3 . . . an−1 )n ecbi is a semi-trace.
b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c
6
?
s ...................- e
(a2 ...an−1 )n
The synchronization is the semi-trace [bs(a2 a3 . . . an−1 )n eci, iff there is a path
of hard arcs from s to e.
t
u
For the existence of a non-confluent situation we get the same complexity:
Theorem 2. [Rei94] The following problem is NLOGSPACE-complete:
Given a semi-dependence alphabet (A, SD) and the semi-trace [ui.
Are there words v, w ∈ [ui with [vi k [wi = ∅?

3

The synchronizability in semi-commutation systems

It is easy to see that only a cycle of hard arcs from at least two semi-traces can
be responsible for non-synchronizability of semi-traces, where ∀i, j ≤ m ∀a ∈
Ai ∩ Aj | ui |a =| uj |a . (The cycle may even consist of a symmetric dependence.)
Of course this cycle must be also in the dependence graph and must be composed
of edges from at least two dependence alphabets.
Theorem 3. Given m semi-dependence alphabets (Ai , SDi ) with 0 < i ≤ m.
The following assertions are equivalent:
i) ∀u1 ∈ A∗1 , . . . um ∈ A∗m , (∀i, j ≤ m ∀a ∈ Ai ∩ Aj | ui |a =| uj |a ) ⇒ [u1 i1 k
[u2 i2 k . . . [um im 6= ∅
ii) ¬∃1 < k, i 6= j, C = {(x1 , x2 ), . . . (xk−1 , xk ), (xk , x1 )} with C ⊆ SD ∧ C ∩
SDi 6= ∅ ∧ C ∩ SDj 6= ∅

Again this property is NLOGSPACE-complete.
The following theorem says that semi-dependence alphabets have unstable synchronization (that means it can happen that the synchronization is neither empty
nor a semi-trace), iff there exists a cycle in the union of the semi-dependence
alphabets where
–
–
–
–
–

all nodes are different,
the two directed arcs (x1 , xk ) and (xj+1 , xj ) have reverse direction,
there is no chord which separates them,
there is no chord in backward direction and
in each semi-dependence alphabet the cycle is either interrupted or has a
directed arc in the opposite direction at some place, but then there is a
another semi-dependence alphabet, having an arc at this place and is either
interrupted or has a directed arc in the opposite direction at another place.
#
x1
?
xk

?

···

xj
6

···

xj+1

Theorem 4. Given m semi-dependence alphabets (Ai , SDi ) with 0 < i ≤ m.
The following assertions are equivalent:
i) ∃u1 ∈ A∗1 , . . . um ∈ A∗m ∀w ∈ A∗ [wi 6= [u1 i1 k [u2 i2 k . . . [um im 6= ∅
ii) ∃j ∈ {1, ...k − 1}, (x1 , x2 ), . . . , (xk−1 , xk ) ∈ SD ∪ SD −1 with
∀n 6= p xn 6= xp ∧
(x1 , xk ), (xj+1 , xj ) ∈ SD \ SD −1 ∧
∀(n, p) ∈ {1, ...j} × {j +1, ...k} \ {(1, k), (j, j +1)} (xn , xp ) 6∈ SD ∪ SD −1 ∧
∀n ∈ {1, ...k} ∀p ∈ {n + 2, ...k} (xp , xn ) 6∈ SD ∧
∀i ≤ m ∃n ≤ k, (xn+1 , xn ) 6∈ SDi ∧
((xn , xn+1 ) 6∈ SDi ∨
∃l ∈ {1, ...m} \ {i}(xn , xn+1 ) ∈ SDl ∪ SDl−1 ∧

∃p ∈ {1, ...k} \ {n} (xp+1 , xp ) 6∈ SDl )
The simplest example for this is (A1 , SD1 ) = ({a, b}, {(a, b)}) and
(A2 , SD2 ) = ({a, b}, {(b, a)}) then [bai1 k [abi2 = {ab, ba} 6= [ui for any u.
If we only regard semi-traces over one semi-dependence alphabet, then it follows,
that it has unstable synchronization, iff there exists a cycle of different nodes
with two directed arcs in both directions and only directed chords from the part
of the cycle where two of these arcs start (in different direction) to the part of
the cycle where the other two arcs end.
Corollary 5. Given a semi-dependence alphabet (A, SD). The following assertions are equivalent:

i) ∃u, v ∈ A∗ ∀w ∈ A∗ [wi 6= [ui k [vi 6= ∅
ii) ∃j 6= q 6= r 6= j ∈ {1, ...k − 1}, (x1 , x2 ), . . . (xk−1 , xk ) ∈ SD ∪ SD −1 with
∀n 6= p xn 6= xp ∧
(x1 , xk ), (xj+1 , xj ) ∈ SD \ SD −1 ∧
(xq+1 , xq ), (xr+1 , xr ) ∈ SD −1 \ SD ∧
∀(n, p) ∈ {1, ...j} × {j +1, ...k} \ {(1, k), (j, j +1)} (xn , xp ) 6∈ SD ∪ SD −1 ∧
∀n ∈ {1, ...k} ∀p ∈ {n + 2, ...k} (xp , xn ) 6∈ SD
So there are only two such basic examples for semi-dependence alphabets (all
other cases can be reduced to one of them by contraction of nodes in the graph):
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@

b
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@
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c


@
R
@

b

c

@
R
@
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In the first one any chord would destroy the situation [cabdi k [bdcai = [abdci ∪
[dcabi 6= [ui for any u. In the second one the situation [dcabi k [bdcai = [abdci ∪
[cdbai 6= [ui for any u works independently from the existence of the arc from a
to d. Now we come to the proof of Theorem 4:
Proof. ii ⇒ i: Take the shortest cycle of this kind and choose
ui = xn+1 . . . xk x1 x2 . . . xn such that (xn+1 , xn ) 6∈ SDi and
(xn , xn+1 ) 6∈ SDi ∨ ∃l ≤ m, 6= i, (xn , xn+1 ) ∈ (SDl ∪ SDl−1 ) ∩ [ul il .
So the synchronization has a cycle with the two soft arcs (xk , x1 ) and (xj , xj+1 )
and no cycle of hard arcs.
A
0
i ⇒ ii: Choose v, v 0 , ui (length-)minimal with ∀iΠA
Ai (v) = ui , ∀iΠAi (v ) = ui
A
0
and ¬∃w with ∀i ΠAi (w) = ui , v, v ∈ [wi. Construct G as the union of all
- a by a −→ b
(graphs of) [ui ii . Construct G0 from G by replacing every b ppppppp
0
if a = x1 −→ x2 −→ . . . xj = b in G. Because of v, v the graph G0 contains no
cycle of hard arcs. So G0 must have a cycle with at least two soft arcs
x1 - ... - x.j
...
...
.?
..6
xk  ...  xj+1
because otherwise G0 would be the graph for [wi which must contain every hard
arc of G anyway because of ∀i ΠA
Ai (w) = ui and cycles with one soft arc are
deleted in the construction of G0 . The shortest cycle of this kind has no chord.
Now we can find a cycle with at least two soft arcs consisting only of original
arcs from G and having only hard new chords in the direction of the cycle, which
do not separate the two soft arcs with the following construction: We replace a
new arc in cycle by the path of original hard arcs, which caused its existence.
This may lead to a forbidden chord, but then we can find a shorting of the cycle
with at least two soft arcs and no forbidden chord, where either the number of

soft arcs or the number of new hard arcs is reduced, so the construction must
terminate.
Because of the minimality of the ui there are no other vertices in G0 except those
in the cycle and no element of A appears twice. Furthermore the cycle can not
contain soft chords and therefore there can be no arcs in the opposite direction.
Now every arc in the cycle must come from one of the [ui ii ’s. But for every [ui ii
the cycle must be open at a certain arc from xn to xn+1 and it could be that
(xn , xn+1 ) ∈ SDi , then an arc at this place must be delivered from some other
[ul il . But this [ul il must be open at another arc from xp to xp+1 . This is, what
the last part of the formula in ii says.
t
u
Theorem 6. The assertions of Theorem 4 as well as the assertions of Corollary
5 are co-NP-complete to decide for semi-commutation systems.
It is easy to see that the problem is in co-NP. The proof of hardness in [Rei94]
uses a similar graph construction as in [DOR94] with the only difference, that
we have to replace the two directed arcs by two pairs of directed arc to two
additional nodes.
The complexity class ΣP
2 contains those languages which are accepted by an NPmachine with access to an NP-oracle. (For more background see e. g. [BDG88].)
In analogy to another result in [DOR94] the following holds:
Theorem 7. The following problem is ΣP
2 -complete: Given two dependence alphabets (A, D) and (A, D 0 ) such that D 0 ⊆ D.
Does there exist a semi-commutation system SC such that
D = {(a, b) ∈ A × A | ab =⇒ ba ∈
/ SC ∩ SC −1 } and
0
D = {(a, b) ∈ A × A | ab =⇒ ba ∈
/ SC ∪ SC −1 } and
∗
∗
∀u, v ∈ A ∃w ∈ A with [ui k [vi = [wi or = ∅ ?
This means can unstable synchronization be avoided by choosing the direction of
asymmetric dependencies?
The same result holds for 2m dependence alphabets. Because the direction of
the most arcs in the cycle is of no influence, we can not use the same graph
construction as in [DOR94] for the proof; instead a different construction in
[Rei94], which makes use of the direction of chords, works in a similar way to
reduce the truth of quantified boolean formulae (see [Sto77], [Wra77]) to the
problem.
Remark. Given 2m dependence alphabets (Ai , Di ) and (Ai , Di0 ) such that Di0 ⊆
Di for all 0 < i ≤ m. The direction of asymmetric arcs can be chosen for
m semi-dependence alphabets in such a way that semi-traces having the same
letters in the intersection are always synchronizable, that means the direction of
asymmetric arcs can be changed in a way such that there is no directed cycle
consisting of arcs from at least two of the dependencies iff there is no such cycle
having at most one asymmetric arc. The property is hereby in NLOGSPACE.

4

The inclusion of semi-traces

For a valid representing evaluation of a concurrent system it is a basic question,
whether another evaluation is also valid. If the system is described by partial
commutation, it is the following trace-equivalence problem: Given a symmetric
∗
semi-commutation system C and two words w, w 0 ; is it true that w =⇒ w0 ?
C

The trace-equivalence problem is proved to be in TC0 in [AG91] by describing
in first order logic enlarged by majority quantifiers, whether for each dependent
pair (a, b) for every position in w there is a corresponding position in w 0 with the
same number of preceding a’s and b’s. By a result of [BIS90] this follows to be in
TC0 (but not in AC 0 ). The same is applied to asymmetric semi-commutation
systems in [Rei94]:
Theorem 8. The following semi-trace-inclusion problem is in TC0 : Given an
asymmetric semi-commutation system SC by the semi-dependence alphabet
∗
(A, SD) and two words w, w 0 ; is it true that w =⇒ w0 respectively [w 0 i ⊆ [wi?
SC

5

Local checking of synchronizability of semi-traces

In [DV89] an easy testable (TC0 ), necessary condition for the synchronizability
of traces was described. The local checking property is a criterion for the sufficiency of this condition. It is co-NP-complete [DOR94]. The necessary condition
for the synchronizability of two semi-traces [u1 i1 , [u2 i2 is the following:
∗

−1
0
0
2
1
ΠA
ΠA
A1 ∩A2 (u2 ) for SC defined by SD = SD1 ∩ SD2
A1 ∩A2 (u1 ) =⇒
0
SC

According to Theorem 8 this condition can be tested in TC0 .
Lemma 9. The above condition is sufficient, iff the composition [RW91] of the
semi-commutation systems SC1 and SC2−1 is a semi-commutation system4 .
Proof. If the composition of the semi-commutation systems SC1 and SC2−1 is a
semi-commutation system, the composition SC 0 is determined by SD 0 = SD1 ∩
∗
1
2
˙ 1 , . . . an } = A2 ∪{b
˙ 1 , . . . bm }. If ΠA
SD2−1 over A1 ∪{a
ΠA
A1 ∩A2 (u1 ) =⇒
A1 ∩A2 (u2 )
0
SC

|u2 |a1

then u1 a1

|u |

|u1 |b1

∗

. . . an 2 an =⇒0 u2 b1
SC

|u |

. . . bm1 bm , since

(A1 × {a1 , . . . an }) ∩ SD1 = ∅ and (A2 × {b1 , . . . bm }) ∩ SD2 = ∅. Thus we have
|u2 |a1

u1 a 1

|u |

∗

|u1 |b1

∗

, . . . an 2 an =⇒ s =⇒
u2 b 1
−1
SC1

|u |

, . . . b m1 bm

SC2

and s is in the synchronization of [u1 i1 and [u2 i2 .
∗
If the condition is sufficient, then for every w1 =⇒0 w2 there is a synchronization
SC

∗

s ∈ [ΠA1 (w1 )i1 k [ΠA2 (w2 )i2 and the derivation w1 =⇒0 w2 is composed of
∗

SC

∗

t
u

w1 =⇒ s =⇒
w2 .
−1
SC1

4

SC2

this means that fSC1 ◦ fSC −1 = fSC 0 for a semi-commutation system SC 0 .
2

Theorem 10. The local checking property for synchronizability of two semitraces is co-NP-complete.
Proof. A criterion describing, whether the composition of two semi-commutation
systems is a semi-commutation system, is given in [RW91]. It is easy to see that
this criterion is in co-NP and since the criterion for confluence, which was shown
to be co-NP-complete in [DOR94], is a special case for this, the problem is coNP-complete, too.
t
u
Remark. If we use a pairwise application of the condition for the local checking
for m semi-commutation systems, we get the same result with an immediate
generalization of [RW91]. We conjecture that this is also the case for conditions
regarding projections to sub-alphabets of constant size.
Remark. It is easy to see that for regular string languages R1 , R2 the synchronization is also regular but even in the special case for symmetric dependencies
it is undecidable whether fSC (R1 ) k fSC (R2 ) 6= ∅ according to [AH89]; for more
information see [Rei94].
Acknowledgment: I thank Volker Diekert, Klaus-Jörn Lange and an anonymous referee for helpful remarks.
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